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Introduction

COMPETITION 
MEANS THERE IS A 
MARKETPLACE AND 

DEMAND

Ringing in the changes

New market entrants, new models of care and a whole new look

The healthcare market has rarely moved 
at such a pace. 

As the CMA gives its final word on 
competition in the private healthcare 
market (p6), The Cleveland Clinic (p7) 
and Germany's Schön Klinik (p14) reveal 
plans to move in, while new models of care 
look set to disrupt the old traditions (see 
Infocus pp13-24).
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CMA in historic U-turn over HCA disposal
AEC remains but no additional remedies 'effective or proportionate', 

 says competition watchdog

News

The Competition and Markets 
Authority (CMA) confirmed last 
month that no further action would 
be taken to address competition 

concerns in the capital’s private hospital 
market. The historic decision means that 
after a two-year battle, HCA will retain all 
of its central London facilities despite the 
CMA’s insistence that there are adverse 
effects on competition (AECs) in the 
market.

In its original remedies for the private 
healthcare market published in April 
2014, the CMA ordered that HCA should 
sell either its Princess Grace and London 
Bridge Hospitals, or the Wellington 
Hospital. However, following a successful 
appeal by HCA, the Competition Appeal 
Tribunal remitted the case back to the 
CMA, which has spent the last nine 
months reviewing the decision. Although 
there had been suggestion of alternative 
remedies, including forcing HCA to tempo-
rary lease one of its sites to a competitor 
or the imposition of price controls, the 
watchdog concluded there were no fur-
ther remedies, beyond those already put 
in place, which would be ‘both effective 
and proportionate’.

In a statement, the CMA said: ‘Having 
corrected the errors and considered the 
new evidence and submissions received 
during the remittal, the inquiry group of 
five independent panel members has 
unanimously confirmed that there is an 
AEC in the market for private healthcare 
services in central London and that HCA’s 
prices are higher than would be expected 
in a well-functioning market.’

However, despite dissent from two 
panel members, it concluded that requir-
ing HCA to sell one or two of its central 
London sites would be ‘disproportionate. 
This is the first time that the competition 
regulator's attempts to order divestiture 
in a market investigation have been 
successfully challenged and breaks new 
legal ground about the transparency of 
the CMA's market investigations. 

A spokesperson for HCA said: ‘HCA 
Healthcare UK welcomes the conclu-
sion of the CMA’s market review, and its 

decision that no further market remedies 
are required. We will continue to invest 
in delivering high quality care across our 
network of facilities.’

The news came as US healthcare 
giant The Cleveland Clinic submitted a 
planning application to build a 200-plus 
bed hospital at a site in Grosvenor Place 
(see News, p7). Along with smaller new 
market entrants and the prospect of 
substantial competition from the likes 
of Circle, VHS and potentially Spire, this 
could be a game-changer for HCA, whose 
main competitor up until now has been 
The London Clinic. However, it is likely to 
be some years before the new facilities 
come on line and could take much longer 
for services to ramp up.

Chairman of the Private Healthcare 
Market Remittal Group Roger Witcomb 
said: ‘In our reconsideration of the 
central London market we have heard 
new evidence and have confirmed our 
finding that customers of privately-funded 
healthcare in central London are paying 
too much, largely because of HCA’s strong 
market position.

‘In our original investigation, we sought 
to address that problem by requiring HCA 
to sell one or two of its central London 
hospitals. We still believe the market 
requires more competition. However, the 
level of uncertainty that now surrounds 
the likely impact of a divestiture, and the 
real prospect of new entry into the market 
adding greater competition over time, 
mean that we believe divestiture is no 
longer a proportionate remedy.

‘We also considered other remedies, 
such as a price control, but found that 
none would be effective and proportion-
ate. However, we believe that remedies 

we have already ordered after the original 
investigation will bring significant benefits 
to consumers of private healthcare in 
central London.’

Remedies introduced include the new 
requirement for hospitals to submit data 
to the Private Healthcare Information Net-
work (PHIN), a crackdown on benefits and 
incentive schemes provided to referring 
clinicians and regulations governing future 
partnerships between private providers 
and the NHS.

However, given that the CMA itself 
acknowledges that in central London at 
least, an AEC remains, not everyone is 
convinced these measures alone will be 
enough to get a better deal for patients. 
Bupa, which has led the way in calling 
for fee reductions from private hospital 
providers said it was ‘extraordinary’ that, 
after five years of investigation the CMA 
had failed to find a solution to the AEC in 
central London.

A spokesperson for the insurer said: 
‘This means health insurance customers 
will continue to pay more than they need 
to, even though the CMA agrees that HCA 
faces weak competitive constraints in the 
private hospital market and is charging 
prices that are too high.

 ‘We fully support the CMA’s aim to 
ensure markets work well for consumers, 
businesses and the economy, but this 
final report makes us question whether it 
is really delivering on that. 

‘We will be considering our next steps 
and will continue to campaign to make 
private healthcare more affordable for our 
customers.’ HM

“We will be considering our 
next steps and will continue 
to campaign to make private 
healthcare more affordable for 
our customers.” 

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/competition-and-markets-authority
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New GP app
The first medical app linking 
patients with GPs for private 
consultations has launched 
in London.

Founded by Ben Teichman 
and Dr Dinesh Silva, Doctaly 
enables patients to book 
15-minute, face-to-face con-
sultations with participating 
GPs for a one-off fee starting 
at £39.99. The company 
works in partnership with 
GP surgeries where doctors 
can offer appointments 
outside of their normal NHS 
commitments. It is initially 
launching in North London 

Ohio-based healthcare 
giant The Cleveland Clinic 
has submitted plans to 
Westminster Council for 
the development of a 205-
bed hospital in London’s 
Grosvenor Place.

The company plans to 
retain much of the exist-
ing building, which will be 
redeveloped alongside 
the addition of a roof top 
extension to provide around 
40 bedrooms on each of 
the five floors and a total of 
eight operating theatres. If 
approved, the plans would 
create a hospital on a scale 
to rival HCA’s Wellington - 
currently the UK’s largest 
private hospital with 206 
beds.

The Cleveland Clinic said 
the facility would provide 
general surgery but would 
specialise in heart, neuro-
logical, digestive diseases 
and orthopaedic services. 
It has no plans to develop 
emergency care facilities 
on the site and said it was 
seeking a separate location  
for the provision of outpa-
tient consultations.

Once up and running, 

the hospital could be a real 
game-changer and pose 
some serious competition 
for HCA, particularly if it de-
cides to go down the route 
of employing salaried doc-
tors. However, in evidence 
to the CMA earlier this year, 
the company said it could 
be 2022/24 before services 
were ramped up.

Cleveland Clinic president 

and CEO Toby Cosgrove 
said: ‘I am delighted to sub-
mit our plans to Westminster 
City Council for determina-
tion. Since 1921 we have 
established a reputation 
as one of the most trusted 
and respected providers of 
healthcare. We are looking 
forward to the opportunity to 
provide our unique model of 
care to patients in London, 

one of the world’s great 
cities.

‘After training in London 
as a cardiac surgeon, I 
know that the city offers 
a unique combination of 
world-leading medical 
research and some of the 
best and most respected 
healthcare professionals.’

but aims to roll our national-
ly over the next three years. 

Chief executive Ben 
Teichman said: ‘Doctaly is 
essentially a hybrid service, 
between the NHS and exist-
ing private practice making 
private appointments more 
affordable, thereby opening 
them up to a wider audience. 
It copies the successfully 
proven dentistry model for 
primary healthcare. It is not 
about queue jumping. 

Quite the opposite in fact. 
It should help drive queues 
down in surgeries and also 
take traffic away from A&E. 

An A&E appointment can 

cost the NHS £150 and if 
access wasn't an issue, many 
of these patients could have 
been successfully treated by 
a GP. We are already seeing 
examples of how Doctaly 
can reduce A&E attendance.’

The firm said NHS surger-
ies had been positive about 
the service, which it expects 

will be popular among part-
time GPs, which account for 
40% of the workforce.

Dr Toni Hazell said: ‘For 
working parents, the cost 
of childcare often wipes out 
an NHS salary. This sounds 
like interesting work, which 
could be fitted around family 
commitments and would add 
variety to a working week - I 
can see it being attractive 
to many GPs and useful for 
patients who are prepared 
to pay a small sum for the 
convenience of a private 
service.’

New 200+ bed hospital 
could be 'real gamechanger' 
for London 

“Doctaly is a hybrid-
between the NHS 
and private practice 
making appointments 
more affordable”

Cleveland Clinic submits planning application

http://laingbuissonnews.com
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Nuffield opening
Nuffield Health has opened 
its 29th medical clinic locat-
ed in one of its 112 health 
and fitness gyms.

Bringing together its med-
ical and fitness propositions 
is one of Nuffield’s key strat-
egies and the new £495,000 
facility will offer physiother-
apy and health assessments 
to both gym members and 
non-members.

The facility enables 
patients to book physiother-
apy appointments without 
referral from their doctor 
as well as offering detailed 
health assessments, covering 
key concerns and tests for 
diabetes, heart health, cancer 
risk and emotional wellbe-
ing. An onsite laboratory has 
also been added to provide 
same day results.

Grant Ewens, Nuffield 
Health Norwich Fitness 
& Wellbeing Gym general 
manager said: ‘We are very 
proud to open this new clinic 
and it’s a great addition to 
our existing fitness facilities. 
We are looking forward to 
helping more local people 
achieve, maintain and recov-
er to the level of health and 
wellbeing they aspire to.’

EU coalition
The NHS Partners Network 
has joined a coalition of 
29 health and social care 
organisations tasked with 
ensuring sustainable work-
force supply and standards 
of care are maintained as 
Britain withdraws from the 
European Union.

The newly formed Caven-
dish Coalition will provide 
those leading the negotia-
tions with expertise and evi-
dence on issues affecting the 
health and social care sectors 
and will act as a shared voice 
on workforce policy.

The group is united in 

its belief that EU citizens 
working in the UK’s social 
care and health sectors 
should remain and has 
already submitted evidence 
to a cross-party inquiry 
chaired by MP Gisela Stuart, 
which will examine options 
for guaranteeing the status 
of EU nationals who are 
currently living in the UK. 

Commenting on the 
formation, NHS Partners 
Network chief executive 
David Hare said: ‘The NHS 

Partners network is delight-
ed to support the work of 
this coalition and to protect 
and promote the vital work 
of thousands of EU nation-
al staff in the independent 
sector. 

‘Independent organisations 
are a hugely important part 
of the NHS and will lend 
their weight to the strong 
voice it needs in Brexit 
Britain.’

London’s Nightingale 
Hospital has opened a new 
14-bed ward at its facility 
in Lisson Grove, taking its 
total capacity to 73 beds.

The hospital, which was 
acquired from Capio AB 
by French private mental 
healthcare specialist Groupe 
Sinoué in 2015, said the 
move was in response to a 
20% increase in demand for 
inpatient care over the last 
five years.

 As well as new en suite 
bedrooms, the ward includes 
occupational therapy 
spaces, three group therapy 
rooms and large, open plan 
communal areas complete 
with a kitchen. The new ward 
marks the completion of 
Nightingale’s four-year re-
furbishment plan at the site 

and will initially serve general 
psychiatry patients, who will 
be offered tailor-made treat-
ment programmes, including 
individual and group therapy 
sessions. 

Nightingale Hospital man-
aging director Martin Thom-
as said: ‘I am delighted to 
announce the opening of the 

new ward which marks the 
completion of our four-year 
refurbishment programme. 
The new ward will provide 
patients with the highest 
quality care in a supportive 
and welcoming environment 
to help them on their road to 
recovery.’ 

New ward will meet increasing demand 
for services at London's Nightingale

Outsourcing giant 
Serco has been 
named preferred 
bidder to provide 
facilities manage-
ment services to 
Barts Health NHS 
Trust. The contract, 
valued at £600m 
over a potential 
ten-year term, will 
be Serco's biggest 
win since 2014.

 Serco FM contract

Former Norwich City FC 
player Iwan Roberts opens 
new Nuffield clinic  

New 14-bed ward at  
Nightingale 
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The Montgomery vs Lanarkshire ruling changed the 
consent landscape – the ‘reasonable patient’ standard 
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Implications for surgeons
An increased emphasis on the disclosure of surgical 
complications.

How can EIDO’s consent forms help?
• Improved documentation of risks and benefits
• Standardisation across consent forms and patient 

information leaflets.
• Up to ten minutes per patient saved by using 

EIDO’s pre-populated consent forms (based on 
feedback from customers).

EIDO Background
• Formed in 2000
• Nearly 50% acute NHS hospitals are customers
• Nearly 85% acute Private hospitals are customers
• Also available in foreign languages and easy read
• Plain English Campaign certified
• DoH Information Standard accredited

www.eidohealthcare.com
0115 878 1000

Work has commenced on 
a major expansion pro-
gramme at Cygnet Hospital 
Harrow.

The project will extend the 
existing Byron Ward by two  
bedrooms, add four  bed-
rooms to The Springs Wing 
and one to The Springs Unit. 
In addition, the hospital will 
build a new ten-bed ward 
and improve existing therapy 
and activity space for service 
users, and office space for 
staff.

The work is due to be car-
ried out in a carefully phased 
series of works in order to 
ensure that the patient areas 

can be kept safely separated 
from construction activities. 

The new facilities are due 
for completion by December 
2017.

In a separate devel-
opment, Cygnet Hospital 
Coventry is now taking 
referrals for its new female 
locked rehabilitation service, 
Middlemarch Ward, which is 
due to open in February.

The ward will form a key 
part of the female care path-
way at the hospital, which 
includes step-down flatlets 
on-site to allow a smooth 
transition for service users 
to move back to their local 

community.
The service will support 

the transition back to com-
munity living and offer exten-
sive engagement and therapy 
for people to help enhance 
their daily living skills and 
become as independent as 
possible. A team is already in 
place to assess patients who 

might benefit from transfer to 
the service.

Also planned for the site 
is a new female PICU, due 
to open in February, and a 
female personality disorder 
service (including a spe-
cialist disordered eating 
programme), opening post 
May 2017.

Construction begins  
on new extension at 
Cygnet Harrow 

Artist's impression of the 
new Cygnet Harrow Hospital 
extension 

http://laingbuissonnews.com
http://www.eidohealthcare.com/
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Utilisation of the NHS e-Referral Service

What is the NHS e-Referral Service?

• Combines electronic booking with a choice of place, date and time  
   for first hospital/clinic appointments 

• Patients can choose their initial hospital/clinic appointment, book  
   it in the GP surgery at the point of referral, or later at home on the       
   phone or online

e-referrals to the NHS in the first half of 
2016 fell compared to the same period 
in 2015

Whereas, the first half of 2016 saw 
e-referrals to independent sector 
providers rise over the first half of 2015

Volume of referrals June 2016

Ramsay Healthcare

BMI Healthcare

Spire Healthcare

Circle Health Ltd

Care UK

Nuffield Health

Aspen Healthcare Ltd

InHealth Limited

Virgin Care Ltd

Pennine M/S Partnership (ICATS)

June 2015

13,923

11,066

7,591

5,486

4,039

3,137

1,301

1,015

911

825

Ramsay Healthcare

BMI Healthcare

Spire Healthcare

Circle Health Ltd

Care UK

Nuffield Health

Concordia Comm. Outpatients Ltd

Aspen Healthcare Ltd

Diagnostic Healthcare Ltd

Virgin Care Ltd

June 2016

13,461

10,735

7,116

4,424

3,729

2,846

1,431

1,166

1,079

940

Top ten independent sector providers

Change %

-3.3%

-3.0%

-6.3%

-19.4%

-7.7%

-9.3%

10.0%

14.9%

18.4%

13.9%

Top five independent sector providers

Average e-referrals for the first half of 2015

Average e-referrals for the first half of 2016
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new entry        static        fell
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NHS 354,675

61, 217

Source NHS Digital Weekly Utilisation reports, http://digital.nhs.uk/referrals/reports/weeklyutilisation  © LaingBuisson, 2016

Rank

Each month HM presents a data-led news story through visuals.  

This month, the insights within NHS Weekly Digital Utilisation reports
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Organisation MH 
 hospitals

MH  
hospital beds

LD  
homes

LD  
home beds

MH  
homes

MH  
home beds

Total 
beds

Priory Group 33 1,522 159 1,521 24 278 3,321

Voyage Care - - 252 1,912 18 205 2,117

Partnerships in Care 47 1,802 7 40 19 264 2,106

Four Seasons Health Care 16 488 18 436 18 622 1,546

Cambian Group plc 30 710 35 460 1 5 1,175

Cygnet Health Care Ltd 18 995 - - - - 995

CareTech Community Services 1 30 119 891 6 62 983

St Andrew's Healthcare 7 922 - - - - 922

Mencap - - 95 775 - - 775

Prime Life Ltd - - 12 216 18 486 702

Regard - - 65 587 5 78 665

Tracscare Group Ltd 1 73 32 224 45 303 600

Caring Homes - - 62 525 - - 525

Hft - - 47 525 - - 525

Lifeways Group - - 61 485 1 10 495

Barchester Healthcare Ltd 7 249 16 152 4 84 485

Choice Care Group - - 45 374 10 86 460

Care Management Group - - 66 452 - - 452

Potens - - 31 317 6 102 419

Allied Care Ltd - - 34 360 5 56 416

Dimensions (UK) Ltd - - 71 407 - - 407

Sussex Health Care Ltd - - 12 342 1 10 352

Turning Point 3 34 23 193 10 123 350

Milestones Trust - - 25 225 14 120 345

Minster Care Group - - 24 236 6 93 329

Exemplar Health Care - - 5 54 9 272 326

Community Integrated Care - - 59 290 2 32 322

St Anne's Community Services - - 33 247 6 72 319

Embrace Group Ltd - - 14 131 6 178 309

Danshell Group 10 174 11 117 1 10 301

The National Autistic Society - - 37 288 - - 288

MacIntyre Care - - 35 280 - - 280

Sense - - 47 280 - - 280

Mental Health Care (UK) Ltd 4 93 10 137 5 37 267

The Disabilities Trust 2 45 12 75 16 137 257

MCCH Society Ltd - - 22 190 4 48 238

Linkage Community Trust - - 25 223 - - 223

Heathcotes Group - - 24 203 3 19 222

Major providers of mental health and learning disability care in  
specialist hospitals and residential settings

NUMBER OF REGISTERED MENTAL HEALTH (MH) AND LEARNING DISABILITY (LD) HOMES AND HOSPITALS OWNED/LEASED BY INDEPENDENT OPERATORS RANKED BY TOTAL BED NUMBERS, AS 
AT OCTOBER 2016.          
SOURCE LAINGBUISSON

http://laingbuissonnews.com


ly over the past ten years. With an aging 
population, demand for hip and knee 
replacements is likely to continue to grow. 
Any measures that can meet this growing 
demand without incurring cost should be 
embraced.

The independent sector provides 
capacity for the NHS, alleviates financial 
pressures, and increases productivity 
and outcomes for patients. How then, can 
the government build on this success to 
adapt to increasing healthcare demands? 

Measures should be introduced to 
further incentivise those with PMI to 
use it, such as a formalised GP referral 
system and patients should be made fully 
aware of the choice of providers available 
to them. Most importantly, building on the 
evidence in this report, AIHO is calling for 
a positive debate on how the UK can best 
use the independent sector’s capacity 
within the NHS and alongside it, to meet 
the demographic challenges faced by the 
health service and decrease costs for 
society. Independent healthcare provision 
and a system of care free at the point of 
need can and do co-exist well; in fact, it’s 
a relationship that is fundamental to the 
future of healthcare.

ate pressure on the NHS, where demand 
varies with season more strongly than the 
independent sector. It has also provided 
patients with a greater choice over their 
treatment, which they are clearly taking 
advantage of.

Hip and knee replacements being car-
ried out by the independent health sector 
are found to contribute an estimated 
£540m to £692m to the UK economy 
each year. The contribution takes into ac-
count productivity gains through reduced 
employee sick days and knock on busi-
ness productivity, welfare and benefits 
savings, and the alleviation of pressure 
on the NHS afforded by treating people 
outside of the national system through 
private insurance or self pay. The value 
of non-NHS funded independent sector 
provision of hip and knee replacements 
alone is estimated at £285m.

The report estimates that the number 
of hip and knee replacements has risen 
by about 50% and about 43% respective-

The independent sector has long 
drawn attention to the significant 
contribution it makes to the NHS 
and to the nation’s health and 

wellbeing. While this makes sense to 
those of us who work in the sector, it is 
important that we examine the data and 
evidence behind this. That is why the 
Association of Independent Healthcare 
Organisations (AIHO) has commissioned 
independent healthcare information spe-
cialist, Monmouth Partners, to produce a 
report looking at the data and establish 
the contribution of the sector to the NHS 
and to society as a whole.

The new report, entitled Joint Work-
ing: Exploring the social and economic 
contribution of the independent sector 
for elective hip and knee surgery in the 
UK', is the first time a single analysis of 
all hip and knee joint replacement activity 
in the NHS and independent sector has 
been carried out to identify the economic 
contribution made by the independent 
sector. 

The report finds that approximate-
ly 198,000 hip and knee operations 
were delivered by the independent 
sector for NHS and non-NHS patients in 
2014/2015, equating to a third of all hip 
and knee operations across the UK. This 
includes approximately 83,000 hip and 
knee replacements.

It reveals the independent sector 
carried out approximately 21% of NHS 
funded hip replacements and 23% of 
NHS funded knee replacements at a cost 
set by the NHS. This has helped to allevi-

Insider

Independent Sector 
Making Massive 
Contribution
A new report commissioned by AIHO shows how 
independent hospitals are relieving the burden on 
the NHS 

198,000 HIP AND 
KNEE OPERATIONS 

WERE DELIVERED BY 
THE INDEPENDENT 

SECTOR

AIHO chief executive 
Fiona Booth 
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In the month of LaingBuisson's Private Acute Healthcare 
Conference, HM presents a series of pieces looking at 
the sector's new thinkers - people who are tackling the 

challenges head on and creating innovative, exciting and 
successful approaches to service delivery. 

THE SHOCK OF THE NEW

October
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cialised spine care, Schön Klinik is keen 
to pilot its system of outcome measure-
ments in the UK.

Mr Ludowig said: ‘We have a pretty 
unique approach to outcome meas-
urement, which has been approved by 
Harvard Medical School.

‘Many outcome measurement systems 
just tend to focus on things like mortality 
related figures. But we have come up with 
154 medical conditions where we have 
a very comprehensive set of outcome 
measurements in the areas of patient re-
ported outcomes, patient safety, patient 
information, and medical outcomes. 

'For example, we measure the level 
of need for blood transfusions in hip 
surgery. This is something you rarely find 
in outcome measurements used by other 
providers.'

Another German export the group plans 
to trial in the UK is the practice of employ-
ing its own clinicians - on a fixed salary 
basis. It’s an employment model that’s 
very thin on the ground if not non-existent 
in the UK, where it is normal for consult-
ants to work between hospitals in both 
the public and private sectors. But Schön 
Klinik believes that when everyone sings 
from the same hymn sheet, it boosts 
quality control and therefore outcomes.

Mr Ludowig said: ‘We believe that if you 
have a team who buy into the principles 
of the organisation and where you can 
actually agree on quality standards, then 
the quality will be much better in compar-
ison to a private hospital that uses a pool 
of consultants.

‘We don’t believe you will be in control 
of your quality if you have such a high 
level of individual consultants working 
without reference to outcome measure-
ments. We want to empower consultants 
to design and work on the quality of the 
hospital. 

He added: 'Of course we are aware 

which now has 18 facilities across 
Germany, will look at the feasibility of 
exporting its other lines of care as well as 
expanding further afield.

Mr Ludowig said: ‘We’re now getting 
an idea of additional targets in the UK, 
because to make this entire international 
growth strategy successful, there has to 
be more than just one hospital in central 
London. 

‘We are targeting major European 
metropolitan areas where there are large 
numbers of private patients. This is just 
the beginning,’ he said.

Although specialisation in the private 
sector is just starting to emerge in the 
UK, it is not uncommon in Germany, main-
ly because of differences in the public 
healthcare system.

 Mr Ludowig said: ‘As a private provider 
in Germany we pretty much target very 
complex areas of medicine.

‘In the UK it’s a little different, where 
complex procedures are predominantly 
done by the NHS, with private provid-
ers focusing on the lighter side of the 
portfolio.’

But, he added, Schön Klinik’s level of 
specialisation ‘is pretty unique' even in 
Germany.

‘We are convinced that a high level 
of specialisation provides much better 
outcomes and quality, and that there is a 
demand for it,’ he said.

As well as spine care and orthopae-
dics, Schön Klinik also specialises in 
neurology and something called psycho-
somatic medicine, which, in common 
parlance, means mental health treat-
ment, for conditions ranging from eating 
disorders to depression.

In Germany, the group treats more than 
100,000 patients a year, 80% of whom 
are funded under the country’s public 
health insurance system. 

In addition to its brand of highly spe-

While some investors have put 
plans on pause post-Brexit, 
Schön Klinik has on the 
contrary made it clear that it 

sees the UK as the best place to kick off 
its international growth strategy. A plan 
which starts in the second half of 2017, 
with a new hospital in Wigmore Street, 
central London.

Speaking to HM in the run up to 
LaingBuisson's Private Acute Healthcare 
Conference, managing director Andre-
as Ludowig said: 'This is our first step 
outside of Germany and we wanted to 
make sure we were going into an effective 
market. 

'You rarely find a region with such a 
high concentration of private patient 
demand and we feel there is a demand 
for the model of care we can offer.

‘Brexit will not affect our position,’ he 
added. 'We have made a long term com-
mitment in London.’

Talk of increasing competition in the 
capital hasn’t deterred team Schön 
either. Mr Ludowig, who joined Schön 
Klinik nine years ago, said: ‘Yes, the 
London market is pretty competitive, but 
that’s why we’ve chosen to base our first 
hospital outside of Germany there.

‘Competition means there is a market 
place and a demand, and we think we 
can make a difference to that market.’

Schön Klinik is a highly specialised 
provider, even by German standards, and 
to begin with the Wigmore Street facility 
will focus solely on spine care and ortho-
paedics. It will have its own ITU facilities 
with 40 inpatient beds plus a dedicated 
day-case unit.

All departments, including radiology, 
diagnostics, physiotherapy will be housed 
under one roof, meaning patients won’t 
have to leave the building for procedures 
such as MRI scanning.

Once it is up and running, the group, 

Uncertainty surrounding the Brexit strategy may have spooked 
some investors, but bosses at Germany's Schön Klinik  

tell Lisa de Sousa they aren’t giving up the ghost that easily 

HM meets...
Andreas Ludowig



that this is really new to the UK market 
so probably in the beginning we will offer 
both models and work on getting a fixed 
salary after the initial set up period.’

Notwithstanding the differences be-
tween the British and German approach-
es to healthcare, there are similarities in 
terms of market outcomes.

For instance, although Germany 
doesn’t have a state-owned healthcare 
service, it does have a state-funded 
system, where private operators such 
as Schön Klinik are paid from the public 
purse to treat patients who make com-
pulsory public health insurance contribu-
tions.

However, the earning potential of 
private operators working in the public 
insurance sector is limited by a system in 
which federal states determine fees and 
impose minimum lengths of stay. 

Furthermore, Mr Ludowig explained, 
the German federal government is cur-
rently ramping up pressure on providers 
to slash fees and ‘rationalise treatment,’ 
making it harder to grow within the public 
insurance sector.

This in turn has had a knock on effect 
on the self-pay market.

‘The mindset is that if it’s not being 
paid for by the public providers, then it’s 
not necessary, which means there is no 
self-pay market in Germany right now,’ he 
said.

But, on the plus side, it means that 
German operators have over time learnt 
to become super efficient, which could 
give Schön Klinik the competitive edge 
when bidding to become an NHS provider, 
something the group plans to do further 
down the line.

Asked for his thoughts on the current 
state of the private market in the UK, Mr 
Ludowig said the private sector ‘needed 
to show that it can provide an attractive 
alternative to the NHS.’

‘That’s another reason why we decided 
to come to the UK, because we think 
there is the potential to show that we can 
deliver better quality.'

‘I think there’s still a lot of room for 
improvement in the UK.’

Andreas is speaking at LaingBuisson's 
healthcare conference this month  

 learn more at laingbuissonevents.com

 2007), and subsequently managed the  
 department from 2009 to 2011 
· Medical director,  Schön Klinik    
 Roseneck (March 2011)
· Medical director,  Schön Klinik Bad     
 Aibling (October 2012 to present)

 

linkedin.com/in/andreas-ludowig-7948a51 

@SchoenKlinik 

Nationality 
German

Education  
Trained as a banker before   
studying Business Administration at 
Bayreuth University, Germany. 

Career 
· Management consultant at international  
 strategic consultancy firm Booz &      
 Company (2001 - 2007)
· Senior project manager, Schön Klinik  
 corporate development (September    
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Best foot forward

Infocus

We won't wake up 
tomorrow morning 

and find the NHS is 
private hands 

The NHS in England is said to be at 
a tipping point as it fights to main-
tain standards for patients due to 
a lack of money. Could sustain-

ability and transformation plans (STPs) 
put the NHS back on track, and if so can 
independent providers play a part? 

What exactly are STPs and can they 
transform a service where senior hospital  
trust managers face the ‘stark choice’ 
between investing more money or 
‘watching the NHS slowly disintegrate’?, 
says NHS Providers chief executive Chris 
Hopson. In March, NHS England chief 
executive Simon Stevens said STPs were 
a way to pursue, area by area, the triple 
aim set out in the NHS Five Year Forward 
View – ‘improved health and wellbeing, 
transformed quality of care delivery, and 
sustainable finances’.

England has been divided up into 44 
separate STP  ‘footprints’, with each one 
a collaboration between all the health 
and social care statutory bodies in that 
area. NHS England has set up an STP 
fund of £2.1bn for 2016/17, rising to 
£2.9bn in 2017/18 and to £3.4bn in 
2020/21. 

Final submissions from the 44 STP 
‘footprints’ are now being worked on (we 
have rounded up details of the current 
plans in the table opposite), with the 
next full STP submissions due on 21 
October. 

Clinical commissioning groups (CCGs) 
and providers are expected to have 
finalised two-year operational plans by 
the end of the year. According to the 
Health Service Journal, NHS England 
and NHS Improvement are strongly 
encouraging STPs to explore land sales, 
premises sharing, making better use of 
existing capital budgets and to consider 
‘PF2’ private finance schemes.

Is there a role for the independent 
healthcare sector within STP ‘footprints’? 
David Hare, chief executive of the NHS 
Partners Network, believes there is.

STPs are still in the early stages, he 
tells HM. ‘No-one has seen an STP, they 

are still in development.  Many of them 
will require further work.’  He suspects 
each will highlight a number of gaps 
and areas of focus. ‘Some of that will 
be financial gaps, some will be quality 
gaps, some will be capability gaps. In 
each of those areas different independ-
ent sector organisations could have some 
considerable role to play.’

In his view the private sector ‘brings a 
range of skills, capabilities and invest-
ment opportunities which could, if sen-
sibly thought through, be well deployed 
to meet the likely challenges that will 
emerge from the STP planning process’.

Among the areas he highlights with 
potential for collaboration are estates, 
population health planning, supply 
chain management, risk stratification, 
clinical home healthcare including home 
chemotherapy and investment in new 
information systems.  He also holds up as 
an example Virgin Care’s £500m contract 
covering community health services in 
South West and North West Surrey ‘that 
was taking quite a fragmented set of 
services and bringing it together’.

 He says that with the roll-out of new 
models of care following the NHS Five 
Year Forward View, there will be more 
focus on multi-speciality community 
providers. He sees independent sector 
organisations playing a role here. 

Providing enhanced health in care 
homes is another area where he can 
‘see an obvious place for independent 
sector organisations in those new care 
models’.  He also mentions estates and 
the long-running LIFT model - locally 
based joint ventures between the private 

and public sectors to improve 
primary health and social care 

facilities. ‘There’s a lot of surplus 
estates which need dealing with 
to recycle the returns back in to 
the NHS. I can see there being a 
requirement to work with private 
sector bodies in estates devel-

opment and management as well 
as new care models for frontline clinical 
services.’

The partnership between Healthcare 
at Home and The Good Hope Hospital in 
the Sutton Coldfield area 
of Birmingham to run a 
recovery at home pro-
gramme is, he says, a good 
example of ‘some fantastic 
local partnerships out there 
already between the NHS and 
the private sector....it saves the 
trust over 10,000 bed nights a 
year and clearly saves money as 
well.’  

Last month (September) 
Healthcare at Home published a 
new report, There’s no place like 
home, which says the NHS could 
save £120m across England if the 
approach was used at scale. 

Healthcare at Home’s clinical director 
Professor Sir Jonathan Asbridge told HM 
the company’s ‘aspirations and intentions 
fit perfectly with the whole concept of 
STPs and the STP ‘footprints’’.

He sees the opportunity  
to work with a group of 
providers and commission-

ers  who have responsibility 
across the health and social 
care divide ‘would really be 
something that we could play 

into and  I very much see our 
role as developing our services 

to become almost the glue be-
tween those organisations’. 

But chief executive of the 
Nuffield Trust thinktank Nigel 
Edwards is less convinced of the 
opportunities ahead. Already on 

record as saying ‘no-one is confi-
dent STPs can reduce the financial gap’, 

Can STPs get the NHS back on track and will they pave the way for greater 
collaboration with the independent sector. Ann McGauran finds out  
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he told HM he sees ‘significant risks for 
the independent sector in the move to 
STPs and new models’.

He adds: ‘New models will have an 
incentive to do it all themselves, and rhet-
oric has shifted from choice to economy. 
Opportunities might emerge in areas like 
diagnostics providers servicing GP hubs, 
but less so in areas like mainstream 
elective care.’

Can lessons be learned from the role 
of independent healthcare companies 
within accountable care organisations 
(ACOs) in the US? An ACO is a provider-led 
healthcare network that links payments to 
quality measures and the cost of care. 

Based in Europe and the US, Optimity 
Advisors provides policy advice and 
strategy, alongside service and technical 
transformation. Partner Doris Stein gave 
an overview of the progress of ACOs in 
integrating care at a recent Westminster 
Health Forum seminar on next steps for 
delivering the new models of care and the 
‘vanguard’ sites.

She said there had been early suc-
cesses, ‘from the federal government’s 
perspective seeing an increase in savings 
in 2013/14 at 2.1%’. Based on her 
experience with ACOs, can she see a role 
for independent healthcare businesses 
across STP ‘footprints’? She emphasises 
three broad areas - ‘technology, peo-
ple and processes’ – all linked by ‘the 
financials’.

In the area of technology, she focuses 
on the ‘digital transformation -  how to 
get consumers better engaged with some 
of the digital mobile applications, the 
patient monitoring, the data transparen-
cy, and integration of electronic medical 
records’. Providers also need digital tools, 
‘as they need to be measured and to un-
derstand what they have to do to improve 
quality of care’. 

There needs to be investment to 
ensure the right governance structure 
and leadership capability is in place to 
effectively manage the population and 
the providers. Finally, she says processes 
- including population health, outreach 
and wellness programmes and interacting 
with and partnering with the right commu-
nity resources - are vitally important.

Returning to NHS Providers head Chris 
Hopson, he thinks the idea the NHS can 
get by without capitalising on some of the 
things the private sector can bring ‘seems 
to me to be somewhat arrogant’.

He says private consultancy and 
commissioning firm Optum had ‘real 
expertise’ from the US in the area of  

No. Footprint name Footprint 
population 
(millions)

No. of CCGs

1 Northumberland, Tyne & Wear 1.4 5

2 West, North and East Cumbria 0.3 1

3 Durham, Darlington, Tees, Hambleton, Richmondshire and Whitby 1.3 6

4 Lancashire and South Cumbria 1.6 9

5 West Yorkshire 2.5 11

6 Coast, Humber and Vale 1.4 6

7 Greater Manchester 2.8 12

8 Cheshire and Merseyside 2.4 12

9 South Yorkshire and Bassetlaw 1.5 5

10 Staffordshire 1.1 6

11 Shropshire and Telford and Wrekin 0.5 2

12 Derbyshire 1.0 4

13 Lincolnshire 0.7 4

14 Nottinghamshire 1.0 6

15 Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland 1.0 3

16 The Black Country 1.3 4

17 Birmingham and Solihull 1.1 3

18 Coventry and Warwickshire 0.9 3

19 Herefordshire and Worcestershire 0.8 4

20 Northamptonshire 0.7 2

21 Cambridgeshire and Peterborough 0.9 1

22 Norfolk and Waveney 1.0 5

23 Suffolk and North East Essex 0.9 3

24 Milton Keynes, Bedfordshire and Luton 0.9 3

25 Hertfordshire and West Essex 1.4 3

26 Mid and South Essex 1.2 5

27 North West London 2.0 8

28 North Central London 1.4 5

29 North East London 1.9 7

30 South East London 1.7 6

31 South West London 1.5 6

32 Kent and Medway 1.8 8

33 Sussex and East Surrey 1.8 8

34 Frimley Health 0.7 5

35 Surrey Heartlands 0.8 3

36 Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly 0.5 1

37 Devon 1.2 2

38 Somerset 0.5 1

39 Bristol, North Somerset and South Gloucestershire 0.9 3

40 Bath, Swindon and Wiltshire 0.9 3

41 Dorset 0.8 1

42 Hampshire and the Isle of Wight 1.8 7

43 Gloucestershire 0.6 1

44 Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire and Berkshire West 1.7 7

Total 54.3 210

STPs Sustainability and 
Transformation Plan 'footprints'

risk stratification  - analysing patients’ 
medical history to help identify those with 
complex needs and determine onward 
specialist referral.

According to Hopson, ‘a number of 
American advisors’ including Optum are 
working with some of the new ‘vanguard’ 
sites ‘to really try to introduce that’.

For him, it’s a good example of where 
the independent healthcare sector can 
‘bring innovations and make a difference 
without raising the spectre of somehow 
tomorrow morning we’ll wake up and find 
70% of the NHS will be in private hands. 
It certainly won’t be, but actually there’s 
an opportunity to learn’. HM

http://laingbuissonnews.com


The independent sector has not 
been given a specific role in the 
government’s grand plans for primary 
care but the measures, particularly 
those around new models of care, 
are likely to usher in significant 
opportunities for providers. 

One company that has positioned itself 
at the forefront of implementation is the 
IMH Group. Set up by IAC Investments 
(the family office of David Hudaly, who 
founded Integrated Dental Holdings) in 
2014, IMH already has over 40 practices 
in its support portfolio and plans to work 
with GPs to expand this into a nationwide 
network of modern, sustainable practices 
with a fully integrated support structure.

There are many parallels between UK 
dentistry, particularly as it was before 
the wave of practice consolidations over 
the last 20 years, and General Prac-
tice today. Both are characterised by 
fragmented and highly localised markets; 
clinicians are often operating out of out-
dated premises; and, crucially, having to 
juggle the demands of caring for patients 
with the regulatory and administrative 
burden of running a practice. 

Chief executive of IMH, Richard Power 
told HM: ‘To a certain extent, the idea 
was to draw on the success of dental 

transformation and then apply the best 
of that experience in the GP world. In 
essence, we look after the practice 
so that GPs can focus on looking 
after their patients.

The ethos may be similar but 
the model itself is very different 
in two respects. 

Unlike corporate dentistry, 
IMH does not re-brand the 
practices in its support 
network and rather than 
acquiring them, it operates 
what Power describes as 
a ‘hybrid model’, which is 
support-based. In most 
cases, he says, GPs 
approach them to join the 
network – often because 
they don’t want the 
paperwork, regulatory, 

Five years, that's all we got

Infocus

 'Our plan is to help the NHS to deliver'
 
Richard Power,
IMH Group
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With the Five Year Forward View, the government has promised to transform General Practice through the 
injection of millions of pounds and thousands of GPs. Key will be greater levels of integration and radical 
new models which major in efficiency and scale. Maria Davies looks at how one independent provider has 
responded to the challenge
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property and liability issues that come 
with being a practice partner. 

Although the company does not own 
the practices in its network, it can remove 
lease liabilities, take control of back office 
functions, deliver change using different 
clinical skill mixes, provide support for 
CQC compliance, implement technology 
that would not be viable in a single size 
practice and handle recruitment. In re-
turn, the GP pays a service fee, effectively 
taking a slight reduction in income in 
return for the security of knowing that the 
practice is well run.  In some cases, IMH 
is able to offer GPs employed status, as 
an alternative to partnership.

‘Many GPs want to join us because 
they are worried about recruitment and 
locum costs. Also, a lot of younger GPs in 
particular don’t want the liability of being 
a partner,’ says Power.

However, there is more to the arrange-
ment than a simple fee for service trade-
off and IMH works in partnership with 
its practice network to help increase effi-
ciency and improve outcomes. Its clinical 
directors sit on the practice boards and 
although the company does not direct on 
clinical issues, it does provide strategic 
advice.

‘What makes us different is that the 
practices buy into what we do,’ says 
Power. ‘That is really important for us. 
We don’t take on every practice that ap-
proaches us – we have to make sure we 
are both heading in the same direction.’

The majority of practices in the IMH 
network are 6,000+ patients. Howev-
er, according to Power, large parts of 
General Practice still operate very much 
like a cottage industry. Like dentistry, it 
is an essential service that is plagued by 
inefficiency and for smaller practices in 
particular, the regulatory and administra-
tive burden is now so great that they are 
fast becoming unsustainable.

This is something that the government 
recognised in its Five Year Forward View 
for General Practice and Power believes 
the group can be at the forefront when it 
comes to delivering new service models 
such as federations and multi-specialty 
provider contracts.

‘Our plan is to help the NHS deliver the 
Five Year Forward View. We think that we 
can make these practices sustainable. 
It is about integrating care and we can 
do that with our model. We want to help 
design the practice of 2020. Change is 
not going to be easy but it will have to 
happen because General Practice cannot 

stay the way it is. We think we can deliver 
the change that’s needed and the NHS 
is going to have to work with people who 
can deliver,’ he says.

According to Power, the key to sustain-
ability lies with bringing practices in a 
locality together, creating scale and then 
from this providing additional services. 
In Arden, for example, the company has 
a network of five sites that alone would 
be unsustainable but together have been 
able to build on efficiency by achieving 
economies of scale. 

‘GP practices struggle to survive but if 
you can get them together you can create 
efficiency and work with CCGs to deliver 
more services,’ says Power.  ‘For example, 
if you have two practices a mile apart, 
they can share a practice manager, a 
pharmacist and a nursing hub. If you have 
four or five practices, then there is the 
potential to do even more and add triage 
and minor surgery hubs, or provide MRI 
scanning. It is all about the size of the 
practice list that makes it sustainable.’

Another key to sustainability is recruit-
ment. In the Five Year Forward View, 
the government pledged to recruit an 
additional 5,000 GPs by 2021. However, 
GPs have questioned whether this goal is 
realistic, particularly given that it has tak-
en a decade to effect a similar increase 
in the GP population. 

As well as using the GP returner 
scheme and doing more with physician 
associates and nurse practitioners, IMH 
brings doctors over from Europe, mainly 
Greece and Portugal, and provides them 
with intensive training and a mentoring 
scheme before placing them in practices 
in the UK. 

‘The shortage of GPs is killing practices 
because of the cost of locums,’ Power 
explains. ‘A lot of locums won’t do admin-
istrative tasks so it falls on the remaining 
GPs and without networked practices 
this is unsustainable. Some practices 
have a full time locum and this really 
puts pressure on GPs so it is something 
NHS England needs to look at. Following 
the Brexit vote, there also needs to be a 
huge call to get doctors on the NHS skills 
shortage list.’

Whether the independent sector’s 
involvement in General Practice can 
match what has happened in dentistry 
in the last decade remains to be seen.  
The primary care dental market remains 
fragmented, but there has been steady 
consolidation and it is estimated that 
corporate dentistry supply in terms of 
dentists grew by 95% between 2010 and 
2014. 

According to LaingBuisson figures, 
corporate groups operated 22.3% of UK 
primary care dentist capacity at the last 
count in February 2014 compared to an 
estimated 12.1% when last measured in 
October 2010, and 6.8% when measured 
in January 2003.

And IMH certainly has ambitions to 
replicate the success in dentistry.

‘By 2020, we would like to be the 
largest provider of NHS GP care including 
GP practices, urgent care and walk-in 
centres,’ says Power. 

‘That’s the target and we think that if 
we can get there, we will have potentially 
changed the sector.’

THE SHORTAGE 
OF GPs IS KILLING 
PRACTICES...THERE 

NEEDS TO BE A 
HUGE CALL TO  

GET DOCTORS ONTO 
THE NHS SKILLS 
SHORTAGE LIST

HM

PROFILE  
· Founded November 2013 
· Backed by IAC Investments 
· Network of 50+ private healthcare  
  practices including GP clinics, walk-in    
  centres; Urgent Care Clinics; A & E 
· Acquired Malling Health in Feb-15 for  
  £6.2m 

FINANCES  
Year-end  Mar-15  
Operating Revenue £7.3m 
EBITDAR  (£1.1m) 
EBITDA  (£1.1m) 
Profit  (£3.3m) 
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include simplified payment arrange-
ments or the longer contract duration 
of the fully-integrated MCP contract. 
Similarly, to the virtual model, it also 
doesn’t benefit from a whole population 
budget. 

A transformational model 
The fully integrated MCP model is 

the most transformational, support-
ed by a contract which includes all 
primary medical, community, mental 
health and social care services, and will 
be long-term (10-15 years) but with a 
break point after two to three years. It 
will also be adaptable, as it will allow 
additional services to be added during 
the life of the contract after the initial 
break point. 

It will simplify payments by having 
a whole population budget, replacing 
the Commissioning for Quality and 
Innovation (CQUINs) payments and 
the quality and outcomes framework 
(QOF) schemes with an MCP per-
formance payment which includes a 
gain/risk share arrangement with local 
providers. 

It does, however, require the creation 
of a single legal entity to hold a fully-in-
tegrated MCP contract.

The main downside of this model is 
that it is dependent upon GPs giving up 
their current GMS or PMS contracts. 
It is unclear how willing they will be to 
do this without a formal amendment to 
regulations, where commissioners agree 
with GP practices to allow for a return 
to a GMS or PMS contract at a defined 
point in the future.

The MCP model which is adopted 
will depend on the appetite for change 
and the degree to which commission-
ers and providers are in a position to 
make changes now. Key to this will be 
the willingness of GPs to engage with 
MCPs. It seems unlikely that GPs will 
determine this until they have a full 
picture of what they are signing up to 
and whether they will have a right of 
return if they do.

or Personal Medical Services (PMS) 
contracts. GP engagement is essential 
to the success of an MCP model, and 
many GPs would welcome the opportu-
nity to add new services to their practic-
es, but they will want to know that they 
can go back to what they had previous-
ly if the new model doesn’t work out. 

An alliance agreement is likely to 
require a change in mindset as all 
participants will be obliged to act in the 
best interests of the MCP rather than 
for themselves. 

A virtual MCP could be seen as the 
weakest model in terms of creating and 
managing integrated provision and 
using resources flexibly and efficiently. 
This type is also limited in scope as it 
does not benefit from a whole popula-
tion budget – a single budget paid to 
the MCP which will cover the full range 
of services for a population living in its 
area. 

Complicated agreements 
Under the partially-integrated MCP 

model, a new contract will be award-
ed to a single provider – either a new 
corporate entity or an existing provider 
acting as lead provider. This will allow 
greater scope for integrating more 
services than the virtual MCP, which is 
constrained by an alliance agreement.

The new partially-integrated contract 
will include all services except prima-
ry medical services, supported by an 
additional integration/collaboration 
agreement. This may appeal to GPs 
who do not want to give up their ex-
isting GMS or PMS contracts and they 
may be more willing to engage with the 
MCP on this basis. However, the need 
for an integration/collaboration agree-
ment complicates rather than simplifies 
existing arrangements and there may 
be issues for partially-integrated MCPs 
around pensions, clinical negligence, 
VAT and regulation.

The main challenge arising from the 
use of the partially-integrated MCP 
model, it appears from NHS England’s 
MCP emerging care model and contract 
framework, is that this model will not 

 Multispecialty community providers 
(or MCPs) were one of the new care 
models (or NCMs) identified in NHS 
England’s Five Year Forward View, seen 
as providing a new way of breaking 
down the traditional divide between 
primary care, community services and 
hospitals. 

Based on the registered lists of gener-
al practice, MCPs ideally work at scale 
as super-practices or through networks 
or federations of GP practices. Such 
practices could, through an MCP, 
incorporate community staff or provide 
a single point of access to multi-agency 
services.

NHS England recently published 
its long awaited framework on what 
MCPs might look like in practice, 
identifying three broad types – ‘virtual’, 
‘partially-integrated’ and ‘fully-integrat-
ed.’ This article focuses on the issues 
and challenges that an MCP might 
face in utilising any such emerging 
care model, and compares each of the 
models. 

Steps towards integration
NHS England is currently working 

with six MCP trial systems to develop 
draft contracts to support the partially 
and fully-integrated models, which 
should hopefully be available by the 
end of September 2016.

The first MCP type, the virtual 
model, is a pragmatic step towards 
integration as individual providers 
and their commissioners are bound 
together by an alliance agreement. This 
overlays but does not replace existing 
commissioning contracts. Maintaining 
the status quo regarding the delivery of 
services and the identity of providers 
means that the impact of issues around 
VAT, pensions, clinical negligence and 
regulatory requirements, such as CQC 
inspection and registration, are likely to 
be minimal.

Using this option is likely to be 
attractive to GP practices who wish to 
engage with an MCP but do not want 
to give up the certainty and security of 
their General Medical Services (GMS) 

Inlaw

To integrate, or not to integrate
A closer look at New Care Models & MCPs

In the first of a three-part series exploring partnerships in healthcare & procurement, 
Catherine Fawlk, principle associate at Mills & Reeve, discusses the merits of multispeciality 
community providers
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NHS hospital data to find ‘unwarranted 
variation’ or apparent underperformance 
in the volume of activity against the 
spending incurred. 

Leave aside for the moment the defi-
nition of a Weighted Average Unit (WAU) 
of output. Figure One shows the range of 
expenditure by NHS trusts to achieve this 
WAU, broadly split into staffing, medicines 
and supplies. There is a range between 
£3,000 and £4,000, but this total is 
further split by ‘the Carter Review’ into 
clinical staff, agency staff, medicines, 
supply and services, corporate, adminis-
tration and other costs.

This source, coupled with NHS refer-
ence costs submitted by each trust sepa-
rately, provides us with some fascinating 
insights. 

The most immediately notable area is 
in high tech products. In the US, they call 

services providers. Ultimately, we want to 
cover the nature of all these opportunities 
for suppliers and investors, but we must 
choose a place to start.

Helpfully, Lord Carter of Coles re-
cently conducted a major review to 

uncover where efficiency savings could 
be achieved, incorporating a study of 

NHS hospital procurement is the vast 
majority of UK direct spending on 
medical consumables and 'high tech' 
devices, and their indirect spend on ba-
sics such as transport and administra-
tion make NHS hospitals a significant 
segment in business services. 

As commercial advisors and health-
care specialists, we spend much of our 
time helping private suppliers to under-
stand NHS providers as purchasers of 
goods and services. Part of this effort 
requires tracking central initiatives from 
the Department of Health, since individ-
ual NHS organisations do react to such 
pressures, even if spasmodically. 

  Our fundamental goal is to validate 
broad investment themes, yet beyond 
this there is a surprising amount of detail 
available in public reports and data which 
can help to segment the market for sales 
and promotional efforts, especially for the 
English NHS. 

Real funding growth for the NHS has 
ceased, after large increases throughout 
the noughties. Almost every hospital trust 
is ‘in deficit.’ We must remember that 
NHS organisations may not respond in 
an economically rational way when their 
decision-makers are incentivised and 
supervised differently and their organisa-
tions’ margins and financial reserves are 
minimal. 

However, it is clear enough that senior 
managers are under pressure to either 
achieve savings, or at least not under-per-
form their peers. This poses both a risk 
to suppliers from pressure on pricing 
but also three significant opportunities: 
investment in winners from supplier 
rationalisation, disruptive innovation 
in lower cost solutions and outsourced 

Hospitals heal 
thyselves

Indepth

FIGURE ONE NHS TRUSTS’ COST DISTRIBUTION                                                                  
Per weighted average unit (WAU) of output, non-specialist acute Trusts only, £ 

In the first of a new three part series, Kamaljot Dhami and Adam Scott of Mansfield Partners share their 
insights into NHS hospital procurement and how providers can harness the data for their own sales and 
marketing efforts 

remember that 
the NHS may not 

respond in an 
economically  
rational way

SOURCE ‘OPERATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY & PERFORMANCE IN ENGLISH NHS ACUTE HOSPITALS: UNWARRANTED VARIATION.’  FIGURE 
5.2. LORD CARTER OF COLES, FEBRUARY 2016 UNDER OPEN GOVERNMENT LICENCE V3.0 'THE CARTER REVIEW’
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the latest reorganisation– gave trusts. 
Well, what then are the commercial 

implications for suppliers? 
Suppliers are likely to care about the 

conditions in the individual trusts that are 
their customers, not the administrative 
bandings in which they fall. To that end, 
we thought we’d share the implications of 
some of our internal analyses. We have 
identified those trusts which are under 
the most pressure to reduce their cost 
base; specifically, in the amount they 
spend on external services and supplies. 
If you’re a supplier to NHS providers, 
these are the trusts which are likely to 
give you both the most problems and 
some opportunities. 

We have managed to do this despite 
the fact that individual trusts are not 
individually identified within the Carter 
Review. However, you will have noticed 

most of these 'physician preference' items 
and include inputs such as hip joints and 
disposable surgical equipment. These 
high-cost items often have perfectly func-
tional and lower-cost equivalents avail-
able in the marketplace, but influential 
doctors prefer some particular brands; 
preferences often acquired during their 
initial training. 

This goes a long way to explaining the 
data in Figure Two. 

On first sight, it looks like the informa-
tion is the wrong way around, since one 
would expect most business purchasers 
to obtain better pricing per unit the more 
they buy. However, this is not the case for 
the NHS trusts which volunteered their 
data for Lord Carter – and indeed, sur-
prisingly, the situation appears to be the 
exact opposite for cardiac stents. 

Part of this may be mix effects, with 
consultants at larger trusts more likely 
to argue for the latest versions, but it’s 
still an unexpected result. This will be the 
spur for an article on selling these items 
into the NHS, along with the prospects 
for outsourcing of clinical services like 
pathology, non-clinical ‘hotel’ services 
and low-cost consumables.   

But for now, we wondered if we would 
see a relationship between cost per WAU 
and potential signifiers of poor efficiency 
levels or managerial capabilities. Note 
that the original analysis in the Carter 
Review doesn’t allow for relative demand 
levels, so we would expect hospitals in 
less populated areas to show somewhat 
higher costs. Though this would take 
some care to calculate accurately and 
in theory it shouldn’t be overwhelming 
since staffing is a semi-variable cost 
which should show some relationship to 
demand. 

Very simply, we compared the produc-
tivity variation with potential signifiers, 
such as whether the trust is in ‘Special 
Measures’ (i.e. direct oversight from the 
centre), the size of trust, geographic re-
gion and Monitor (now NHS Improvement) 
risk ratings. 

The results are shown in Figure Three. 
'Special measures' implies trusts are 
struggling with operational and financial 
problems, and these trusts are indeed 
more expensive. 

Trusts in the South East are definitely 
cheaper and we suspect this is indirectly 
owing to population density and demand, 
with greater demand versus supply 
limited by staff availability. There’s less 
clear relationship in the risk scores that 
Monitor - as the financial regulator prior to 

FIGURE TWO SURGICAL IMPLANTS PRICE-ACHIEVED VOLUME RELATIONSHIP                   

that the costs were split by the trusts in 
Figure One. When we combine these with 
the NHS reference costs, and using the 
definition of a WAU in the Carter Review, 
we can reliably reverse-engineer their 
graphs to work out which trust is which. 
Of course, some trusts have very similar 
financial numbers and the graphs are not 
perfectly precise so there are likely some 
misallocations in our analysis. However, 
they will be slight and would not materially 
affect the ranking of the trusts. 

With that proviso, we can produce 
Figure 4. This shows the trusts which 
are the ‘most inefficient’ for each WAU of 
output and therefore likely those which 
are under the most financial pressure. 
Their true financial status is complicated 
by the revenues each would receive, 
which is driven partly for example by the 
‘Market Forces Factor’ they are allowed 

SOURCE ‘OPERATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY AND PERFORMANCE IN ENGLISH NHS ACUTE HOSPITALS: UNWARRANTED VARIATION.’  
ADAPTED FROM FIGURES 3.2 & 3.4. LORD CARTER OF COLES, FEBRUARY 2016 UNDER OPEN GOVERNMENT LICENCE V3.0 'THE 
CARTER REVIEW’

FIGURE THREE PRODUCTIVITY VARIATION                                                                             

SOURCE 'THE CARTER REVIEW’; NHS REFERENCE COSTS; MONITOR; MANSFIELD ANALYSIS

http://laingbuissonnews.com


analytical effort to segment NHS trusts 
as customers, since the internal deliber-
ations which lead to buying decisions are 
not driven by economic considerations 
that can be modelled with external or 
even internal data. 

Yet the Carter Review is a prime ex-
ample of the central initiatives which do 
result in ‘political’ pressure on individual 
trusts and decision-makers and are worth 
some judicious analysis.

as an adjustment to the national tariff. 
Now consider Figure Five, which shows 

the trusts spending the most on supplies 
and services to accomplish a WAU. These 
are far more likely to be on the radar and 
under pressure to reduce their procure-
ment costs. This procurement might 
comprise of outsourced operations, high 
tech devices or low tech consumables. 

If you want to be sure to hold onto 
these customers, or have a low-cost strat-
egy and are looking to develop business, 
these are the trusts you should be con-
sidering most carefully and thinking about 
pre-empting with a better offer.

Most of the time, it’s not worth the 
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Indepth

FIGURE FOUR TRUSTS UNDER PROCUREMENT SPENDING PRESSURE                              
Supplies and services spend per WAU, % above national average 

FIGURE FIVE MOST COSTLY TRUSTS                                                                                      
Cost per WAU, £ 

SOURCE 'THE CARTER REVIEW’; NHS REFERENCE COSTS; MONITOR; MANSFIELD ANALYSIS

SOURCE 'THE CARTER REVIEW’; NHS REFERENCE COSTS; MONITOR; MANSFIELD ANALYSIS

Kamal joined Mansfield after 
graduating from Cambridge 

University where he read Natural 
Sciences with a focus on Biological 

and Chemical Sciences. He has 
worked on several acute hospital, 

medtech and social care projects at 
Mansfield and has been involved in 
market analysis, data analysis and 

report writing during these projects. 

Kamal Dhami 
Mansfield Advisors Senior Analyst

Adam has been a strategy 
consultant for over ten years and 

is a founding partner at Mansfield. 
He began his career in health 

and social care in January 2005 
with Dr Victor Chua. His latest 

personal project is a successful 
app for hospital doctors with the 

company Podmedics. Adam began 
his career with McKinsey Inc. in 

Johannesburg. He holds an MBA 
from the Judge Business School 
at Cambridge University and an 

MSc (Materials Science) from the 
University of Cape Town.

Adam Scott 
Mansfield Advisors Partner
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deleverage our business and 
create a very focused market 
leading children’s business.’

Operationally, the re-
mediation programme is 
beginning to take effect; for 
instance the ‘sub-optimal’ 
HR systems behind many of 
last year’s challenges have 
now been decentralised and 
average occupancy levels 
across the business have 
risen from 79% to 81%, 
partly as a result of a small, 
planned reduction in capac-
ity. Nevertheless, Cambian 
remains highly leveraged, 
with net debt of £253m (H1 
2015: £233m).

In May, the company 
restructured its debt facilities 
into two tranches. It is a 
complex arrangement, which 
pushed up finance charges 
considerably in the first 
half, but effectively involved 
shortening the term of the 
first tranche, worth £120m, 

by 18 months to September 
2017 and maintaining the 
term of the second tranche, 
worth £170m, at March 
2019. However, under the 
terms of the agreement, 
Cambian will incur a delev-
eraging fee of £4m if the first 
tranche is not repaid by the 
end of April next year, giving 
it additional incentive to 
deleverage - and potentially 
sell its adult services business 
- quickly.

Market testing has already 

begun with a number of 
potential buyers and Cam-
bian expects the portfolio to 
attract considerable interest.

Asaria said the business 
occupied a specialist niche 
in the market with a mature 
portfolio built up over the 
past ten years. It is currently 
a market leader in locked 
rehabilitation and operates 
five key service lines: mental 
health, intellectual disability, 
autism, personality disorder 
and acquired brain injury. 
Despite an increase in capaci-
ty from 1,138 to 1,152 plac-
es, average occupancy across 
adult services increased to 
90% against 87% in the first 
half of last year, reflecting 
strong demand. Revenue 
for the period increased by 
8% to £64.3m and while at 
£12.7m, EBITDA was down 
on the previous year (H1 
2015: £14m), this represent-
ed a recovery from the £11m 
reported in H2.

As well as reducing debt, 
the sale of the business 
would give Cambian the 

opportunity to focus on its 
growing children’s services 
business, which reported 
revenue of £95.7m – up 18% 
on the previous year. Asaria 
said the integrated model 
offered by the business ena-
bled it to provide a ‘unique 
and differentiated pathway’, 
which along with its scale, 
placed it in a good position 
for organic and acquisitive 
growth.

Summing up, he said: 
‘We are pleased with the 
progress of our remediation 
programme and are seeing 
improvements in both di-
visions. Most importantly, 
we are seeing an increase 
in occupancy backed by 
an improvement in our 
staff capabilities. Both our 
divisions have exciting 
opportunities. We are close 
to concluding our strategic 
review and we have a pre-
ferred option. In terms of 
the second half, it started 
well and the business is 
performing in line with the 
board’s expectations.’

Cambian has announced the 
potential sale of its adult 
care division as it reported a 
17% drop in EBITDA to £22m 
for the six months ended 30 
June 2016.

The specialist care pro-
vider said the remediation 
programme put in place 
last year after a series of 
profit warnings sparked 
panic amongst investors was 
delivering tangible results. 
However, chief executive Sal-
eem Asaria said the company 
remained ‘acutely aware of 
the need to deleverage’ and 
that selling the adult services 
division was the preferred 
solution.

Revenue was up 14% 
to £160m on the back 
of fee improvements and 
increased occupancy across 
both Cambian’s adult and 
children’s services divisions. 
Although adjusted EBITDA 
was down compared to the 
same period 2015, it made 
a strong recovery against 
the second half of 2015, 
climbing by 38%. However, 
margins dipped from 19% to 
14% compared to H1 2015 
and operating profit after 
exceptional costs associated 
with financial restructuring 
fell 14% to £3.8m.

Asaria said: ‘We want to 
make sure that we come up 
with the right answer to de-
leveraging our business both 
for our business and for our 
shareholders and we have a 
preferred solution that we 
are evaluating and that is to 
sell our adult services busi-
ness on the basis that we get 
a full and fair value; and if 
we get [that] we believe that 
the sale would considerably 

Cambian looks to sell  
adult care business

Asaria says Group 'acutely aware of the need to deleverage' as it  

announces 17% drop in EBITDA for the first half

Cambian CEO Saleem Asaria says the 
company is pleased with the progress 
of its remediation programme

“We want to make 
sure that we come up 
with the right answer 
to deleveraging our 
business”

HM
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Cambian Group plc was 
floated on the London 
Stock Exchange in April 
2014 following a merger 
of the Cambian Group and 
the Advanced Childcare 
Group, both formerly owned 
by US-based private equity 
company GI Partners. 

The IPO valued the com-
pany at 12.6 times historic 
EBITDAR of £43m for the 
year ending December 2013 
based on an enterprise value 
of about £540m (£537.8m 
market capitalisation on 
flotation plus assumed debt 
of approximately £150m).

GI Partners retained a 
substantial minority stake in 
the publicly traded company. 
At the time of flotation Cam-

bian summarised its holdings 
as: 'a UK-wide portfolio of 
249 services caring for 
over 2,400 individuals (23 
schools, 35 hospitals, 188 
specialist care homes, day 
services and three fostering 
offices), with over 6,000 em-
ployees including 572 within 
the clinically-led multi-dis-
ciplinary team, which is the 
largest group of therapists 
and clinicians employed in 
the UK by a single organisa-
tion outside of the NHS'. 

The newly-listed com-
pany then embarked on 
a programme of growth 
through acquisition. Cambian 
acquired three education col-
leges for young people with 
learning disabilities, autism, 

profound and multiple learn-
ing disabilities and complex 
health and behavioural 
needs from Mencap in June 
2014 for an undisclosed 
sum. It bought Ansel Ltd that 
September and in Decem-
ber 2014 the group added 
Woodleigh Community Care 
to its portfolio. 

In March 2015 the group 
acquired By the Bridge from 
Apposite Capital for a total 
cash consideration of approx-
imately £44m, extending its 
current fostering services by 
over 20 fostering framework 
contracts. 

This flurry of acquisitions 
was reflected in a sharp rise 
in revenues from £116m to 
£140.9m for the six months 
ended 30 June 2015. Fur-
thermore, Cambian reported 
a pre-tax profit of £10m, a 
considerable turnaround 
from the £11.8m loss record-
ed the previous year. 

Six months later the 
post-flotation honeymoon 
had ended with the provid-
er issuing a stock market 
statement downgrading its 
adjusted EBITDA. For the 
year ended 31 December 
2015 this figure fell from an 
expected £49m to £42.5m 
due to ‘cost management 
processes’, contributing to 
an operating loss of £7.6m 
against a profit of £7.1m the 
previous year.

As a result, it slowed down 
its rapid growth programme, 
which had seen £46m in 
capital expenditure create 
368 new places within its 
estate. Instead, the focus 
was switched to increasing 
occupancy in its existing 
homes and schools with 
capital expenditure reduced 
to around £20m in 2016.

After the float  
Cambian since the  
2014 IPO

MENTAL HEALTH HOSPITALS EDITDAR AS A PERCENTAGE OF REVENUE                                                                                           
September 2016 

SOURCE LAINGBUISSON DATABASE & ANALYSIS
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Cambian says its preferred option is sale of adult care business
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Date Target Acquirer Enterprise 
Value £m

Exit Multiple/Enterprise Value/EBITDA

Aug-16 Akari Care Carlyle Group N/A N/A

Aug-16 Acorn Care National Fostering Agency 
Group

N/A N/A

Apr-16 Prime Care Holdings Ltd Apex Companions Ltd N/A N/A

Mar-16 Options Group Outcomes First Group N/A N/A

Mar-16 Oakleaf Care (Hartwell) Ltd CareTech Holdings PLC 20.3 8.8 times EBITDA of £2.3m for the year ending 
December 2014

Feb-16 Independent Community Care Manage-
ment (ICCM)

City & County Healthcare N/A N/A

Feb-16 41 CareTech properties Alpha Real Capital LLP 30 Net initial yield of 3.4%

Feb-16 Bupa Home Healthcare Celesio N/A N/A

Jan-16 Priory Group Acadia Healthcare Company 
(US- based)

1,510 10.03 times annualised EBITDAR for first three 
Quarters of 2015

Dec-15 Audley Retirement Villages Moorfield Audley Real Estate 
Fund (MAREF)

158 N/A

Dec-15 Hadrian Healthcare (5 care homes and 
2 development sites)

Bupa 50 N/A (Equivalent to approximately £130,000 per 
bed – assuming £3m for the two development 
sites)

Dec-15 Allied Healthcare Aurelius Group 19 2.1 times EBITDA of £9.0m for the year ending 
January 2015

Dec-15 ROC North West Ltd (and the children's 
residential properties it operates)

CareTech Holdings PLC 11.4 14.2 times Profit before rent and tax of £0.802m 
for the year ending July 2014

Sep-15 Cavendish Healthcare Anchor N/A N/A

Sep-15 24 care homes + 2 turn-key develop-
ments from the Ideal Care Homes group 
portfolio

Anchor 100 + N/A

Aug-15 Alpha Hospitals Holdings Ltd Universal Health Services, Inc. 95 12 times historic peak historic EBITDA of £7.8m 
for the year ending March 2013.

Jul-15 Spark of Genius Ltd CareTech Holdings Plc 9 Undisclosed   

Jul-15 Brookdale Care Tracscare NA Undisclosed by new owner, private equity group 
G Square.

Jun-15 Cancer Partners UK Ltd  GenesisCare (Australia) 98* 14.4 times historic EBITDA for the year ending 
June 2014. 

Jun-15 Care UK (Domiciliary Care Services) Mears Group
130 before expenses for all three deals
10.1 times EBITDA for the preceding year for all three deals combined, 
according to a Care UK release

May-15 Care UK (Learning Disability Services) Lifeways

May-15 Care UK (Mental Health Services) Partnerships in Care

May-15 Aspen Healthcare (4 hospital freeholds) Health Care REIT 226 Initial yield of 6.32% with RPI linked escalation 
clauses

Apr-15 Freehold of New Hall Hospital, operated 

by Ramsay

LaSalle Investment  

Management

49.8 Net Initial Yield of 5.3%

Mar-15 Restful Homes Avery Healthcare 140 N/A

Major transactions in UK health and social care
Significant transactions since March 2015, deal value £5m and above

NOTES EBITDAR    =  EARNINGS BEFORE INTEREST, TAX, DEPRECIATION, AMORTIZATION OF GOOD WILL AND RENT OF LEASED ASSETS
 EBITDA           =  EARNINGS BEFORE INTEREST, TAX, DEPRECIATION,AND AMORTIZATION OF GOOD WILL
 VC   =   VENTURE CAPITAL/PRIVATE EQUITY INVESTOR
 *   =   ACQUISITION PRICE UNCONFIRMED
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Consolidation, expansion and transactions

The UK’s second largest 
health insurer AXA PPP 
has announced the acqui-
sition of Age UK’s telecare 
business Aid-Call for an 
undisclosed sum.

Based in Ashburton 
in Devon, the company 
provides personal alarm 
services for over 50,000 
people throughout the UK. 
Under the deal, Age UK’s 
trading arm will continue to 
be involved in the business 
– for the foreseeable future 
at least – and AXA PPP 
has committed to invest in 

AXA PPP acquires 
Aid Call

the platform that hosts the 
service.

According to AXA PPP, the 
acquisition, which is subject 
to FCA approval, will further 
strengthen and extend its 
presence in the health and 
care markets. Chief executive 
Keith Gibbs said the move 
signalled AXA’s ambition to 
become a trusted partner 
that enables older people to 
maintain their independence, 
dignity and wellbeing while 
living in their own homes.

 ‘We are delighted to be 
acquiring Aid-Call Limited from 

Fresenius expands
German-based international 
healthcare group Fresenius 
Helios has acquired Spain’s 
largest private hospital group 
Quirónsalud for €5.76bn.

The acquisition price 
represents 10.8 times forecast 
EBITDA at the midpoint 
between €520 to €550m.

Created via the merger 
of IDC Salud and Grupo 
Hospitalario Quirón in 2014, 
Quirónsalud operates 43 hos-
pitals, 39 outpatient centres 
and around 300 occupational 
risk prevention facilities 
across Spain. Increasing 
patient numbers have driven 
annual organic sales growth 
of over 5% in recent years 
and in 2016, the company is 
expected to report sales of 
around €2.5bn.

Francesco De Meo, chief 
executive of Fresenius He-
lios, said: ‘We are acquiring 
the largest private hospital 
operator in Spain, Europe’s 
number four. Quirónsalud 
has shown an impressive 
development and stands 
for best-in-class quality in 
patient care. Quirónsalud 

and HELIOS perfectly fit to-
gether as we can leverage on 
each other’s experience and 
knowledge. The new group 
will preserve both brands, 
Quirónsalud in Spain and 
Helios in Germany. I am 
particularly delighted that 
Víctor Madera will, beyond 
his ongoing role as CEO of 
Quirónsalud, play a very 
active role in our combined 
group. We aim to achieve 
the best for our patients in 
Germany and Spain, and, 
together with our Spanish 
partners, intend to leave a 
mark in the European health 
care system.’

The deal, which is subject 
to regulatory approval, will 
involve the acquisition of 
100% of the share capital 
in Quirónsalud from private 
equity group CVC Capital 
Partners, Víctor Madera 
and other members of 
Quirónsalud’s management 
board. Fresenius will issue 
6,108,176 shares valued at 
€400m to Víctor Madera 
who has agreed to a two-
year lock-up period. The 
balance of the purchase price 
will be debt-financed.

Iqarus OH deal
Global remote healthcare 
and medical solutions com-
pany Iqarus has acquired RS 
Occupational Health (RSOH) 
for an undisclosed sum.

Led by chief executive 
Tim Mitchell and backed 
by MML Capital Partners, 
Iqarus aims to become the 
leading international provid-
er of healthcare solutions in 
remote and difficult environ-
ments through a combina-
tion of strategic acquisitions 
and aggressive organic 
growth.

Formed last year, the com-
pany has already acquired 
the former energy medical 
services division of Capita 
plc, which delivers medical 
services to the energy sector 
in the North Sea, occupa-
tional hygiene consultancy 
C-Chec, and Exmed, which 
provides remote medical 
support, equipment and 
clinical education. 

It said the acquisition 
of RSOH was part of its 
dynamic strategy to expand 
its UK and North Sea busi-
ness. The company provides 

occupational healthcare, in-
cluding medical assessments, 
sickness absence reviews, 
pre-employment medical as-
sessments, travel health and 
health surveillance across the 
construction, engineering, 
manufacturing, oil and gas 
and public sectors. 

Mitchell said the acqui-
sition would strengthen 
Iqarus’ position in the mar-
ket and provide enhanced 
service delivery to a diversi-
fied customer portfolio. 

‘Our vision for Iqarus is 
to transform the provision 
of healthcare services in re-
mote and difficult operating 
environments. By acquiring 
RSOH, we are bringing 
together two of the most 
innovative players in the 
market. We are combining 
the best of both businesses to 
create a clear market leader 
in service expertise and tech-
nology-led solutions. RSOH 
has a strong track-record in 
delivering enhanced technol-
ogy-led services for clients 
which is a core part of our 
service offering,’ he said.

New liaison
Workforce management 
company Liaison has ac-
quired HR analytics business 
Activ8 Intelligence Limited 
for an undisclosed sum.

Liaison, which works with 
the NHS to help manage and 
reduce temporary staffing 
costs, said the acquisition of 
the analytical HR software 
provider would enable it to 
help trusts and boards manage 
their permanent workforce 
more effectively. 

Liaison managing director 
Andrew Armitage said: ‘Ac-
tiv8 is an important strategic 
acquisition for us as it brings 
a great team of developers, 
a long HR heritage, mar-
ket-leading software and deep 
experience into the fast-grow-
ing workforce management 
and analytics space.'

Age UK – an organisation with 
whom we have a shared ethos 
and a shared commitment to 
delivering exceptional custom-
er service.  Aid-Call Limited, 
with its size, well established 
operating procedures, direct 
to consumer experience and 
its deep understanding of the 
needs of older people, is an 
excellent fit for AXA,’ he said.

AXA is not the first UK 
insurer to take an interest in 
the independent living market. 
In 2015, Simplyhealth sold 
its PMI business to AXA PPP 
in order to focus on its cash 
plans and growing presence 
in what it terms the ‘everyday 
healthcare’ market, which in-
cludes mobility and independ-
ent living aids.

http://laingbuissonnews.com
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Smiles for Oasis
Turnover at Oasis Healthcare 
Group Ltd leapt by 18% to 
£275m in the year ended 31 
March 2016 as the company 
continued its rapid expan-
sion under Bridgepoint’s 
ownership.

The dental provider, which 
is poised for sale, completed 
36 acquisitions and merg-
ers in the UK and opened 
two new-build sites in the 
Republic of Ireland, boosting 
its portfolio to 364 practices 
by the year-end. Like-for-
like revenue increased by 
3% during the year, largely 
on the back of solid growth 
in private patient income, 
which was up almost 8%. 
On a like-for-like basis, NHS 
turnover was flat. However, 
in total, NHS revenue grew 
by 14% to £127.5m while 
private revenue leapt by 
20% to £147.6m.

After cost of sales of 
£144.3m and administrative 
expenses of £117.9m, oper-
ating profit soared by 71% 
to £7.2m. Interest payments, 
mainly servicing bank loans 
and loan notes as well as 
dividends payable on prefer-
ence shares classed as debt, 
continued to climb and came 
in at £32.9m against £28.5m 
in 2015. The result was a 
pre-tax loss of £25.6m being 
reported (2015: £24.2m). 
Nevertheless, EBITDAE 
(earnings before tax, depre-
ciation, amortisation and 
exceptional expenses) leapt 
by 34% to £39.7m and 
EBITDAE margins improved 
from 12.6% to 14.4%.

Looking ahead, chief ex-
ecutive Justin Ash said: ‘We 
believe we are leading the 
change in the dental market 
and that patients are re-
sponding to this change. We 
believe we are well placed 
to continue to grow both 
in terms of patients, reve-
nue and practices. We will 
continue to invest: in our 

practices to provide modern, 
quality facilities; in expand-
ing our footprint across the 
UK and Ireland; and in mar-
keting to grow our patient 
base. During the coming 
year, we will launch the first 
national TV campaign from 
a dental practice chain.

‘We believe through the 
investment, innovation and 
commitment to excellence 
and patient outcomes Oasis 
has shown, we are leading 
the way to shape a modern 
dental sector, which is chang-
ing the face of dentistry.’

Bupa dental loss
Losses have deepened at 
Bupa Dental Services as the 
company continued to invest 
in its expansion strategy.

The company, which aims 
to become a major force 
in the UK dentistry sector, 
increased turnover by 15% 
to £16m in 2015 following 
the opening of nine new cen-
tres in Bristol, Staffordshire, 
Essex and London. Cost of 
sales crept up 9% to £14.5m 
but administrative expenses 
more than doubled to £7m 
as staff and acquisition costs 
grew, leaving pre-tax losses 
of £5.6m against £2.9m in 
2014.

According to figures from 
LaingBuisson, the UK private 
dentistry market was valued 
at £2.17bn in calendar 
2013/14.

Bupa said the expansion 
of its dental network had 
increased patient numbers at 
its retail sites from 12,606 
to 15,141. The new addi-
tions are primarily private 
practices offering a range of 
treatment, including general, 
cosmetic and specialist 
dentistry.

‘The company will con-
tinue to generate organic 
growth and operational 
efficiencies in 2016 and 
also focus on acquisition 
and expansion. This will 

Record NHS referrals 
fuel growth for Ramsay
Ramsay Health Care 
said its UK reve-
nues had risen 4% to 
£429.6m in the year 
ended 30 June 2016 
on the back of ‘record’ 
NHS referrals.

NHS referrals in-
creased by 8% during 
the year. This was down slightly on the 11% increase report-
ed in 2015 but Ramsay said it meant NHS admissions now 
accounted for more than 75% of its activity and continued 
to grow.

Growth was slower than in 2015 with EBIT up 9.5%, 
against 14.6% the previous year, to £44.3m and EBIT-
DAR up 5% to £111.9m, whilst EBITDA increased 6.7% 
to £63.3m. Nevertheless, the UK business managed to 
produce an increase in its already healthy EBITDAR margin, 
which was up from 25.8% to 26.1% this time around.

The UK was not the focus of major expansion in 2016 
and Ramsay said that in common with other providers, it 
had experienced ‘short term nursing challenges’ causing 
an uplift in agency staff.  However, it did open three more 
operating theatres, a day chemotherapy unit and an outpa-
tient department expansion during the year. Looking ahead, 
it said four further operating theatres had been approved 
and that it was progressing plans to create a chain of day 
surgeries for NHS patients in major population centres. The 
first of these will be in Croydon, with a number of others in 
the planning stage. 

In Australia, the company said it planned to roll out a net-
work of community pharmacies close to its hospital facilities 
and would continue to look at the development of Brownfield 
sites in both Australia and the UK.

Ramsay Health Care managing director Christopher 
Rex said all regions were experiencing ageing and growing 
populations, a proliferation of chronic disease and the 
emergence of medical innovation and targeted therapies for 
the most challenging diseases, leading to greater demand 
for healthcare.  

‘We  continue  to  invest  in  our  facilities  and  our people 
to  ensure  that  we  can  meet  the  expectations  of  our 
patients and  doctors.   At  the  same  time  we  are  also  
looking towards the  future and how  we  best  support 
patients beyond our hospital walls. The pharmacy strategy 
will enable us to do that.

‘We also continue  to  investigate  other  opportunities  
internationally  to  grow  our  business building  on  the suc-
cess we have had thus far in the global healthcare market-
place,’ he said.

At group level, Ramsay reported an 18.1% jump in reve-
nue to AS $8.7bn while EBIT climbed 11.6% to AS $897.1m. 
Core net profit after tax increased by 16.8% to AS $481.4m.

www.ramsayhealth.co.uk
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HSF, London Clinic and Medicash results

deliver greater geographical 
coverage for Bupa Dental 
customers and grow the 
business to a scale which 
will ensure central resources 
are optimised. The Bupa 
dental business will continue 
to work collaboratively with 
Bupa insurance to develop 
dental insurance plans to 
ensure high quality dental 
treatment is available at an 
affordable price,’ said Bupa.

HSF dips
Cash plan provider Hospital 
Saturday Fund (HSF) has 
posted a 2% dip in earned 
premiums for the year ended 
31 December 2015, despite 
a 14% increase in new 
business.

Earned premiums, net of 
reinsurance, were £23.7m 
against £24m in 2014 as the 
number of policyholders fell 
by 2.5%. Gross claims paid 
were also down marginal-
ly from £18m in 2014 to 
£17.6m this time around. 
Likewise, operating expenses 
were broadly in line with 
the previous year at £5.5m 
(2014: £5.2m). However, 
the fall in premium income 
resulted in a 66% drop in 
the balance on the technical 
account to £255,843.

The company’s invest-
ments decreased less than 
half a per cent to £14.8m 
comprising net disposals 
of £75,430 and combined 
realised and unrealised gains 
of £46,467. Pre-tax profit, 
after donations of £193,700, 
came in at £434,692 com-
pared to £558,613  
in 2014.

Latest available figures 
from LaingBuisson 
valued the UK private 
dentistry market at 
£2.17bn in 2013/14

A slowdown in the 
numbers of international 
patients from the Middle 
East seeking treatment in 
the capital has hit turnover 
at London’s largest stan-
dalone private hospital The 
London Clinic.

The 186-bed charitable 
hospital said income before 
investments and donations 
fell by 2% to £141.7m in the 
year ended 31 December 
2015 as inpatient numbers 
continued to decline.

As well as a reduction in 
international patients, the 
overall trend towards more 
daycase procedures helped 
pushed inpatient numbers 
down to 6,253 from 6,762 
in 2014 and 7,152 in 2013. 
Total inpatient days dropped 
by 14% to 29,981 and 
the number of outpatient 
treatments and diagnostic 
tests provided also fell 
from 113,095 to 110,675. 
However, overall admissions 
were up 7% after a 14% 
boost in the number of day 
case patients to 17,746. 

Despite the fall in 
inpatient admissions, the 
hospital’s expenditure 
increased from £128.7m 
to £136.3m, leaving net 
incoming resources much 
reduced at £5.5m (2014: 
£15.9m). However, after 
other recognised gains 

and losses, including an 
actuarial gain on the defined 
benefit pension scheme of 
£7.2m, the net movement in 
funds was £12.7m (2014: 
£3.7m), giving rise to total 
funds on 31 December of 
£190.9m against £178.2m 
(restated) the previous year.

The charity said that 
demand from internation-
al patients had begun to 
pick up towards the year 
end and that it was taking 
steps to reduce its costs by 
improving recruitment and 
retention in order to lessen 
its reliance on agency staff. 

Looking ahead, the trus-
tees said: ‘During 2016 the 
charity will continue to focus 
on achieving its objectives 
by continuing to invest in its 
facilities, equipment, clinical 
and nursing support.

‘In particular, the charity 
will continue its programme 
of investment in its infor-
mation technology with 
the commencement of a 
number of projects focused 
on upgrading and replacing 
clinical administrative and 
finance systems.’ 

In addition, they said the 
hospital would continue 
to invest in its facilities, 
including a multi-purpose di-
agnostic suite, 16 additional 
bedrooms and a 13-bed 
intensive care unit.

Drop in Middle East  
demand hits London

Medicash results
Medicash Health Benefits 
Limited has attributed loss-
es of £207,000 reported in 
2015 to last November’s rise 
in IPT to 9.5%.

The health cash plan 
provider posted a 6% 
increase in earned premiums 
to £23m for the year ended 
31 December 2015 as the 
number of policyholders 
swelled by 11% to 188,314. 
However, claims incurred 
rose by 8% to £18.4m while 
net operating expenses crept 
up 12% to £5.2m, leaving a 
loss on the technical account 
of £568,000 compared to a 
small profit of £20,000 in 
2014.

Medicash said it had de-
cided to absorb some of the 
initial costs associated with 
the rise in IPT by implement-
ing the increase from the 
renewal anniversary of plan 
commencement dates. Al-
though this was well received 
by customers, the majority 
of whom continued their 
policies, it helped push the 
claims ratio up from 78.8% 
to 80.1% and increase net 
operating expenses as a pro-
portion of earned premiums 
from 21.1% to 22.5%.

The losses were somewhat 
mitigated by the perfor-
mance of the non-technical 
account, which produced a 
balance of £250,000 against 
£285,000 in 2014. The result 
was a loss for the financial 
year of £207,000 compared 
to a profit of £478,000 the 
previous year.

The board of directors 
said: ‘With the likelihood 
of real wage growth in the 
foreseeable future, we expect 
conditions in the individu-
al policyholder market to 
improve following the recent 
period of decline. A number 
of recent employee benefit 
surveys have ranked cash 
plans as one of the most 
popular employee benefits.'

THE LONDON CLINIC                                                                                   
Revenue & EBITDAR, 2010 - 2015 

SOURCE LAINGBUISSON DATABASE & ANALYSIS; COMPANY RESULTS
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Steadily increasing patient 
numbers have boosted 
revenue for charitable care 
home and hospital provider 
Hospital Management Trust 
(HMT).

The charity, which oper-
ates two private hospitals 
in Swansea and Grimsby, 
said the number of admitted 
patients had grown by 12% 
during the year to 9,222 
helping drive a 7% increase 
in revenue to £29.7m. 

Outpatient numbers grew 
by 21% to 35,613. Follow-
ing the sale of its Claremont 
Hospital in 2012, HMT’s 
remaining St Hughes and 
Sancta Maria hospitals have 
continued to develop close 
relationships with local 

health commissioners and 
around 60% of its patients 
are now NHS funded.

However, while top line 
income improved, this 
changing patient mix com-
bined with austerity meas-
ures in the NHS, meant that 
average income per patient 
fell by 2.2%. 

A number of significant 
one-off charges helped 
push net expenditure up 
from £25.7m in 2014 to 
£29.2m, causing net income 
before gains on investments 
to plummet by 78% to 
£472,000. Unrealised gains 
on investments of £307,000 
gave rise to a net movement 
in funds of £780,000 com-

pared to £2.5m in 2014.
HMT has now completed 

its upgrade of operating 
theatres and bedrooms at its 
St Hughes hospital and is 
currently progressing plans 
to relocate its Sancta Maria 
hospital on a new site in 
Swansea.

At the year end, the chari-
ty had free reserves of £5.5m 
and designated reserves of 
£7m for the redevelopment 
of the Sancta Maria site. 

A further £800,000 of 
designated reserves was set 
aside for funding research 
projects and for expendi-
ture on the buildings and 
equipment at one of its care 
homes in Romsey.

Commenting on the 
results, chairman John 
Folliott Vaughan said: ‘In 
an environment that is 
highly, possibly abnormally, 
uncertain, with very many 
conflicting economic, finan-
cial, regulatory and political 
pressures, the Trust has de-
voted considerable efforts to 
redefining and implementing 
its strategic plan, and to set 
out the expected direction 
of travel and major planned 
developments over the next 
few years.’
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A SUMMARY OF THE LATEST RESULTS AVAILABLE IN THE HEALTHCARE SECTOR 
REVENUES OVER £1M ARE INCLUDED 
SOURCE LAINGBUISSON DATABASE

Organisation Year end Number Revenue  
£m

Previous Pbt £000 Previous

Assura plc  31-Mar-16 9349441 61.0 51.1 28,800 36,600

Bromley Healthcare Community Interest Company 31-Mar-16 6815987 46.4 46.2 1,010 1,053

Bupa Dental Services Ltd  31-Dec-15 479557 16.0 14.0 -5,583 -2,864

Circle Holdings plc 31-Dec-15  FC030337  127.8 111.0 -11,656 -20,155

Glenside Care Group Ltd  31-Mar-16 7505006 12.4 12.4 -5,315 -4,649

Halcyon Topco Ltd  31-Oct-15 7672785 1,426.1 1,366.4 -49,593 -48,805

HSF health plan Ltd  31-Dec-15 30869 23.7 24.0 458 559

London Women’s Clinic Ltd  31-Oct-15 2684965 9.4 8.1 1,296 652

Medicash Health Benefits Ltd  31-Dec-15 258025 23.0 21.8 -336 305

Medox Paramedical Ltd  30-Sept-15 1356986 3.9 5.0 234 400

Occupational Health Care Ltd  31-Dec-15 3062724 4.6 5.3 -2,221 -1,583

One Health Group Ltd  31-Mar-16 4201068 13.9 11.7 621 570

Practice Plan Ltd  31-Dec-15 3089948 8.5 12.7 2,542 3,869

The Healthcare Management Trust 31-Dec-15 1932882 29.5 27.6 780 2,504

The Oasis Healthcare Group Ltd  31-Mar-16 8405422 275.1 234.0 -25,619 -24,243

Trustees of the London Clinic Ltd  31-Dec-15 307579 141.7 144.7 5,510 15,971

Western Provident Association Ltd  31-Dec-15 475557 105.5 105.3 11,170 3,200
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Operator Hospitals Beds Operating 
theatres

Year End Revenue 
£m

BMI Healthcare Ltd 56 2,609 157 30-Sept-15 886.0

Spire Healthcare Group plc 38 1,830 125 31-Dec-15 884.8

Nuffield Health (C) (Hospital Services Only) 32 1,228 98 31-Dec-15 524.7

Ramsay Health Care UK 30 898 78 30-June-16 429.6

HCA Hospitals (US)1 11 769 61 31-Dec-14 668.2

Aspen Healthcare 5 214 17 31-Dec-14 115.2

Trustees of the London Clinic (C) 1 186 9 31-Dec-15 141.8

Care UK (Acute Revenues Only) 9 178 31 30-Sept-15 215

Medical Services International Ltd (Bupa Cromwell) 1 116 5 31-Dec-15 105.7

Imperial Private Healthcare 5 97 30 - -

Hospital of St John & St Elizabeth Ltd (C) 1 80 5 31-Dec-14 52.2

KIMS Hospital Holdings Ltd 1 79 5 30-Apr-15 8.8

Circle Health Ltd 3 71 23 31-Dec-15 127.8

Ulster Independent Clinic Ltd 1 70 7 30-Apr-15 24.1

Horder Healthcare 2 65 6 30-June-15 24.9

Frimley Health NHS Foundation Trust 2 56 20 - -

Royal Free London NHS Foundation Trust 1 52 1 - -

Royal Marsden Private Care 4 52 23 - -

The Healthcare Management Trust 2 49 4 31-Dec-15 30.0

Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children NHS Foundation Trust 1 43 12 - -

Royal Brompton & Harefield NHS Foundation Trust 2 40 11 -- -

King Edward VII's Hospital Sister Agnes (C) 1 40 3 31-Mar-15 21.9

The Christie NHS Foundation Trust 1 34 6 - -

Chelsea & Westminster Hospital NHS Foundation Trust 1 32 20 - -

Guy Pilkington Memorial Home Ltd 1 32 2 31-Dec-14 11.8

Spencer Private Hospitals 2 26 16 31-Mar-15 10.1

Maidstone & Tunbridge Wells NHS Trust 1 26 10 - -

Western Sussex Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust 1 26 10 - -

Vale Healthcare Ltd 2 25 4 - -

Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital NHS Trust 1 22 10 - -

Hampshire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust 1 22 - -

Guy's & St Thomas' Private Healthcare 3 21 14 - -

University College London Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust 2 21 6 - -

One Healthcare Group 1 20 3 - -

Major hospital operators
Major acute/surgical hospital operators ranked by beds

NOTES (1) AGGREGATE RESULTS FOR HCA INTERNATIONAL, HARLEY STREET CANCER CLINIC AND ST MARTIN'S HEALTHCARE. (C) CHARITY
NHS PPU OPERATING THEATRES LISTED ARE FOR WHOLE TRUST AND ARE NOT RESERVED SPECIFICALLY FOR PRIVATE PATIENTS
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Inpost

Bupa moves
David Hynam has been 
promoted from general man-
ager of Bupa’s UK Care Ser-
vices business to managing 
director of its UK operations 
from the beginning of this 
month (October). Current 
managing director of Bupa 
UK, Richard Bowden, is to 
head the provident associ-
ation’s Australian and New 
Zealand business. 

Mr Hynam came to Bupa 
as transformation director 
in the UK in 2014. He then 
became general manager of 
UK health and dental clinics 
before being appointed to 
the top post in Bupa’s UK 
Care Services business in 
2015. Prior to joining Bupa 
he was chief operating of-
ficer and UK chief executive 
of Friends Life financial 
advisors. 

Richard Bowden said: ‘I 
am delighted to be handing 
on the role of managing 
director of Bupa UK to 
David.   He has an excellent 
track record of leading large 
organisations and great 
experience across insurance, 

aged care and health clinics.  
David is exactly the right 
person to lead our UK busi-
ness to deliver the very best 
for our customers.’

Health promotion
Jeremy Huband has taken 
over as head of Healthcare 
at NatWest. 

The new role is a promo-
tion for Huband, who joined 
the bank in 1986.

Most recently, he held the 
post of director of healthcare 
– a role spanning the UK 
and Western Europe looking 
after care homes, domiciliary 
care, dental, vets and phar-
macy.  In this new role he 
will be responsible for over 
3,000 customers.

Commenting on his ap-
pointment, he said: 'I have 
been focused on healthcare 
for the past 20 years and 
look forward to using this 
experience to support our 
customers grow their ambi-
tions.'

Callum Nash, managing 
director, head of consumer, 

services, TMT, healthcare 
added: 'Jeremy is a passion-
ate champion for healthcare 
and has been influential in 
shaping the bank’s wider 
strategy for this sector. I am 
very excited to welcome him 
to this role and l know he 
will bring new insight and 
ideas to the leadership team.'

 Huband replaces Neil 
Garton who has been pro-
moted to head of capital & 
transactional management, 
South West & Wales, com-
mercial and private banking.

BMI Healthcare has ap-
pointed Kevin Thomson as 
the head of its UK corpo-
rate healthcare division 
HealthFirst.

HealthFirst’s services 
include health assessments, 
physiotherapy, GP services, 
imaging and pathology. It 
also offers support, advice 
and treatment for employees 
across its network of 59 
hospitals.

Thomson, who has more 
than ten years’ experience in 

corporate health and wellbe-
ing services, said: 'I believe 
that with my experience in 
the field and the team that 
we have established, we 
have a fantastic platform to 
develop, enhance and extend 
our corporate health related 
service lines.  We work in 
collaboration with a wide 
range of clients and across a 
number of sectors; we have 
an opportunity to make a 
difference to the health of 
employees across the UK.'

Kevin Thomson to head 
up BMI's corporate  
division Health First

Optical Express 
has strengthened 
its senior 
management 
team appointing 
Steven Taylor as 
marketing director. 
Previously with 
cosmetic surgery 
group Transform,
he will focus 
on developing 
the company’s 
brand identity, 
communications, 
online presence, 
and customer 
experience. 

 An eye for branding

Jeremy Huband takes over as 
NatWest's head of health
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Kevin Thomson will head up 
BMI's HealthFirst 
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Non Executive Chairman - PE firm / Adult Social Care

CEO - Adults LD / Charity (North West)

COO - Supported Living / UK Buy & Build PE House

CFO - Elderly Care / NewCo pre-acquisition

Commercial Director – Fostering / UK Buy & Build PE House

Managing Director – Adult LD and MH UK PE House

EExecutive Director – Elderly Care – US Investment NewCo

Group HRD – Adult Residential / UK PE House

Head of Business Units – Primary and Community Care

Managing Director – Specialist Education / US Investment
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